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Have you ever tried simply to walk out of your house and keep walking in a straight line through
your city? Imagine how many obstacles you would meet: roads, authorities, fences, high walls,
closed doors, rivers, ponds and forests. Recently a Russian artist Anastasia Ryabova has explored this
topic by organising a ‘Star Road’ expedition, where the participants were invited to walk through the
city recreating the shape of a star.
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When I say ‘through’ I do literally mean it. The emphasis in the project, a bit similar to the urban
practice of parkour, is on the physicality of the experience of the city with your own body. Also, it is
not simply a spontaneous act of walking through the city following a certain pattern but is an
expedition which is researched into and prepared well in advance. It engages with the history, the
structure, the bureaucracy and the authorities of the city. Thus, it offers a new experience and
engagement with the city.
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As Anastasia puts it in her own words:
The Star Road is a heroic expedition, which aims to carve out a new route over existed urban landscapes. A
group of pioneers will overcome all kind of obstacles, and walk through existing concrete/administrative
barriers. This new street will be inspired by the form of a star.
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Il Viale della Stella (http://vialestella.tumblr.com)
You can also follow it on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/VIALESTELLA?fref=ts)
(http://vialestella.tumblr.com)
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